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This is a compilation of past posts, emails, thoughts, truths, meme texts and ideas having to do with 
The S2 Project. 

When someone is stuck in -Normalcy Bias-, excepting the "new normal", the brain freezes one step 
more away from the practical as well as the core of what it means to be American.
*
What is Normalcy Bias & why dose it make you a self imposed victim?
*
The S2 Project- The government will get you unless you get them first. All skill levels welcome. 
Freedom Of Information Act #FOIA is every citizens tool.
*
Investigating government by ordinary people who are extraordinary because they try.
*
When other Patriots say, "We should do (fill in the blank)..."
But ask for their help with (fill in the blank) . And all you see is their backsides running away is the 
most frustrating thing about being an American Patriot.
#PATRIOT ?? #MAGA??
*
Until you make the choice to be a lion, you're still one of the sheep.
*

Making a Citizen Investigator a 90 minute a week a recreation for the general public. We have created a
support system fire walled with in our web site to do both called Patriot Headquarters. Support for the 
individual and membership of the organizations ready to clean the public political houses on the state &
local levels.
*---------------------------------------------------------

Both stop and a new start. Being a lone wolf organization is no longer the best tactic given the huge 
and often foreign funding of the opposition. As such The S2 Project (thes2project.com) is opening it's 
doors to all conservative organization to our methods, tactics, strategies. Call it cross training if you 
like. Keeping the individual identities of each organization but working more closely together.

Also the constant unrelenting fixation on Washington, D.C. must be turned around to include the 
35,000 hometowns across the United States before we all drowned in socialism. To do this we believe 
that we can make being a Citizen Investigator a 90 minute a week a recreation for the general public. 
We have created a support system fire walled with in our web site to do both called Patriot 
Headquarters. Support for the individual and membership of the organizations ready to clean the public
political houses on the state & local levels.
Investigate! Investigate! Investigate! Has to be the call from many quarters, many voices with an 
audience. The public must be encouraged that this is okay and where to find the tools. We may not have
the dozen years Heritage has, But we damn sure have more effective methods. We have a 10 year plan 
to make MAGA mission accomplished in 3 phases in 10 years. Including the final and total destruction 
of the Democrat Party nationally.

*----------------------------------------------------------
GOD & Jesus be praised. When your car is on E, and you pray to reach a gas station, it's your Guardian
Angel pushing from the back that gets you there. We Citizens are our communities' Guardian Angels. 
Without us pushing, the tank will run dry.



*
Tell Patriots a truth they don't want to hear. That saving the Republic is rooted in a few nasty words and
phrases. “Work” “Effort”  “Show up” Civil responsibility” “Your spare time” “Investigate” “Freedom 
of Information Act” “Try” “Complacency is a problem” “Stop the..., Let the other guy do it, not me” . 
But I'm not here for a popularity contest. I came on social media to raise the flag, sound the warning, 
wake the sleeping sheep, unite patriot individuals and patriot organizations. To find the lions and 
hunters and give them the tools they need. To steal a few memes and present some to be stolen. (“A 
stolen meme is a loved meme.”, an Anon once said.) To get educated & informed. To educate and 
inform others. I'm no one special. Just a working stiff that came up with a 3 phase plan to get MAGA to
mission accomplished in 10 years with Pres. Trump in the White House GOD willing. 15 Years with 
out him. Provided the Patriots can get over the nasty words and embrace them before the ammo starts 
flying. 
I realize that I can be the ass hole in the room with my level of seriousness. And I'm no fun at parties. 
But when you're looking for warriors, hunters, activists & lions. Goofy just won't make the cut. Again, 
I want to thank you all this morning for your help. Ooraaaaaa! Have a blessed day. 

*
When developing the concept of The S2 Project and what type of web site to bring to the American 
Patriots. An image of an office building came to mind. For swamp draining the QAnon are doing but 
for the 50 state Administrations, Legislatures, state agencies, School Boards and even the dark corner 
departments. Then carry that swamp draining to the cities and down to the smallest of small towns. 
Washington, D. C. is not exclusive for corruption, pedophilia, sex/ human / child trafficking or voter 
fraud. This is where the indoctrination in to socialism of our children is taking place. Not D.C. 
For a web site we built a large online lobby for the public to mill around and are building a public 
library of 'wake up' information there. But that's not all. We are also building another side to this web 
site. Patriot Headquarters. Why? Not all Patriot can decode / code along the Q line. The DOJ will take 
many years (decades?) to get to the areas of corruption The S2 Project focuses on. Patriotic America 
wants results now. So we are providing that via registration into Patriot HQ. A place online where Big 
Tech & Social media can't read over their shoulder every word. 
Not a social media replacement. Leave the pet photos at the door. But a place where conservative 
people can build local & state wide teams, to plan their next move. Share intelligence data. A free 
people need not have government's permission to investigate government. But at the same time, We the
People don't have to give away all we learn while we are at it either.
Please visit thes2project.com and register for Patriot Headquarters to help in the effort. YOU just might
find that smoking gun in a 90munite session that brings down the house of corruption.
*
Good Morning. I would believe the The Lion Party brand is several steps ahead on that. The Tea Party 
has been recognized as official. We become Europe if the conservatives splinter into more parties. 
Consider, conservatives have already splintered on to a dozen social media platforms. The sheep have 
run off to new platforms while the fighters continue to occupy enemy territory on FB & Twitter. I think 
the two best are Parler & Political Chatter of the splinter group platforms. My point is better to get 
involved with the existing GOP or Tea Party and work to bend it to the Deplorables' will. As far as 
smashing goes. I got that covered on another new platform, thes2project.com that is a war room rather 
than being a social media replacement. Behind the fire wall one can find Patriot Headquarters. Where 
the planning, tactics, training, education, strategy & state by state organization takes place. By 
registering you can assist us with all the smashing you like.
*
 Hello all. To be up front, Not much into talking or listening to =would've=could've=should 



of=he/she/they can=let the other guy do it. We have a plan at The S2 Project to bring MAGA to mission
accomplished in three phases over the next ten years. Make lots of pop corn, it's going to be a long, 
long war. I quoted Pastor Reggie White last night who said this truism, "The only way to beat the devil,
evil, is as a group." HOW? HOW? HOW? Is a question we ask & answer to death at the project. Step 
1-2-3-4... I hope that didn't kill the room for those that just wanted to re-tweet, bitch, complain, moan 
or groan. But what I am saying when a good idea comes around, don't just applaud. Find the answers 
and procedures that will incorporate that idea into a plan of action. This in not a timein American 
history that you can sit on your hands. Again, Hello, Good Morning to you all from Patriot 
Headquarters inside http://TheS2project.com.
*
It comes down to the weight of numbers. Enough people even just helping out on the weekends, we can
overwhelm the corruption, power, money & influence working to tear America apart. But conservatives
are mostly silent and silence has no weight.
Be fearless!
Be loud!

*

JoJo,
Thanks for the candor and questions.
Ad sponsors from American Companies with out any connection to Planned Parenthood we will seek 
as ad$$ on a flat rate. Negotiated. As other revenue, not as yet. I make enough, and live cheep enough 
where I can out of pocket the start up through January. The custom coding for the web site being the 
largest expense. Fund raising by the local teams stays with them. HQ team dose it's own fund raiser if 
needed at state fairs and the like. We have a program for this centered around recruiting new Patriots.

Not fake MAGA and I know how you feel, felt the same way being on the so called conservative web 
sites. Instead of true Patriots all I found was Crickets that made patriot noises with a few exceptions. 
That is where I started this project and really had no interest before Trump announced he was running 
in social media at all. Was more boots on the ground and in their face at town hall guy. Find a seat in a 
library law section. Like GAB because it like a Artillery firing range. Say something stupid and you 
find out right away. In stead of being just ignored. I'm 4 years USMC. We have a Chief Editor & Media
Coordinator though we are not a newsletter, Someone has to make sense of the raw data. And my 
typing and spelling suck. So it best to delegate. Local team Captains could be any pissed off Patriot 
with some leadership ability. Still have openings on the HQ team. If I could do videos like yours the 
project would be further along.

To address the 'S2', yes a reference to military intelligence. The S2 office is battalion or Battery level. 
OR local for 10 companies. Our focus is Local town halls & state houses. We have adapted military 
intel for MAGA/ civilian use. Tactics, strategies, logistics.
The 'project' is getting these stubborn Patriots and Patriot Dot.orgs to work together. And your right, 
there are a lot of patriots' who started Dot Orgs out there.  And many that just ran out of steam and all 
they can do is sell tee shirts. Some that still have some credibility as activist we want to revive if 
possible. Or take them over and then revive under our PATRIOT HQ banner.
The S2 Project is set up as a military republic. 10% military for some structure. 90%Republic because 
this is going to be a long war and the members need to vote for new blood to lead them. We totally  
rewrote the model for corporate non profit (the IRS was legally tosses out of The Corporation of The 



United States of America in 1999. Look up 'War Castles' for more info.) because so many fail, to just 
end up to selling tee shirts. So we have a duplicatable, repeatable system that throws Dems & Rinoes 
out of office. Republicans too if they are crooked.

C. Oldham, Founder & Commander, The S2 Project

*
The S2 Project is the next evolution to what the QAnons do. You can call it the Great American Citizen 
Investigation. Or call it the average Joe Pinkerton Detective Agency teams up with AmWay. But we 
don't sell stuff. We throw democrats out of elected & non elected government jobs wholesale. Team 
building & training -TO- Mass FOIA requests -TO- Publication via independant media partners -TO- 
Cilvil law suit -TO-Team building & training (team members now building their own teams)-TO- Mass
FOIA requests -TO- Publication via independant media partners -TO- Cilvil law suit -TO--Team 
building & training (team members from the new teams now building their own teams and working 
together with other teams when needed.)-TO- Mass FOIA requests -TO- Publication via independant 
media partners -TO- Cilvil law suit -TO- rinse and repeat. Everyone has jobs, family, church and 
responsibilities. With enough Patriots working 30 minutes to 3 hours a week, 90 minutes average we 
can do a whole lot of winning. 
*
Good Morning From Patriot Head Quarters _ #TheS2Project Civil action before bolt action 
demoralizes the opposition will to fight. (Modern Art of War_ Version2020) We need leaders from the 
#2A & #1A & #ProLife & #Veteran communities. Oath, Life & Liberty.
*

Donald Trump Jr.
?Verified account @DonaldJTrumpJr
2h2 hours ago

The media won't be happy until anyone to the right of @CNN is banned from having a voice.
                    ^^^
And lets not pretend this is just about social media either, leftists are already pressuring web-hosting 
sites, banks & credit card companies to ban people they disagree with politically.

*
Let me be clear.
The S2 Project was founded to bring All Patriots to one Headquarters. One team. Be they chit, writ, 
think tank, 
dot org, warrior, celebrity or flag waving cheerleader. Kicking and sreaming if nessisary -S2 Actual
*
 But the Crickets be many with clicks & likes, squeaks & proclamations. And Patriots true be few who 
do, work & prepare, and put out the call. Crickets wait for the repeater of the Harbor of Pearl & 
permission for those they elect & employ who are their lessors. While Patriots be of action & training, 
assembly & petition, courts & arms practiced well. The banner be raised high this day and shall 
weather thy storm, while the populus desides the out come of Liberty. Silence Crickets! Patriots to 
action! Decide now which you are, for this conflict be long and lost true by mere vote. -S2 Actual

*
When it comes to a small group telling the rest of us what not to say, the answer is, and always should 
be the same. Conservative need to relearn this word. "NO."



*
I have two reasons for today's contact. One is just to start a conversation for possibly starting a working
relationship with Conservative Partnership Institute. Or, a coin's flip side. 2nd-ly, is to determine if CPI 
is just another alligator dot-org. In other words, all mouth and no ears...

... (Your not the first group I've tried to contact.) Last Nov. I founded and developed the “how to” that 
was lacking a the recent CPAC2019. Our goal is to be the conservative organization that finally ends 
the DNC. But not as a lone wolf. But more as the banner that all conservatives rally to. ...

 ...Simply because there is a lot of talking about doing this, but no one is. This being an open 
communication channel I'd rather not say more. Other to ask that you contact me at 
S2HQ@protonmail.com. Thank you. C OLDHAM, THE S2 PROJECT
*
Mr. Wick, I want to thank you for the public compliment, "@S2Command don't play!''. It gives me the 
encouragement to keep up the fight... Be blessed my friend. 
*
Elitist on the left, elitist on the right squabbling over 10sq. miles saying look at me. While the Patriots 
fight the good fight everywhere across the land. Miracles will not save USA. You & I will. Join the 
team. 877-783-7778.

Elitist-left & right are like Alligators, all mouth and no ears for the citizens. 
*
FOR THE ADULTS & SERIOUS PATRIOTS IN THE ROOM...  
https://www.forbes.com/sites/adamandrzejewski/2014/11/05/sick-of-politics-more-than-100-illinois-
public-officials-fled-their-positions-rather-than-face-these-watchdogs/#34dadb99179a  YOU CAN DO 
THIS TOO. The S2 Project. #WWG1WGA
*
These Americans that call themselves socialist really don't know what their propergating. I've been to 
the back streets of the third world. They don't want to live there.
*
Media is water boarding the populous with fake news. 2018

CNN IS LOST CAUSE--  LOST TO THE SOCIALIST AND COMMUNISTIC POWERS.      Don't 
waste time protesting their doors. Protest your neighbors in the local affiliates. PBS, NBC, CBS ABC, 
and yes FOX. Their directors and producers are just as guilty of propagating miss information as the 
New York studios.
MEDIA WATER BOARDING POPULOUS WITH FAKE NEWS.
*
Modern Liberals are defined as;1. People that argue a counter point to logic. ; 2. People that argue that 
logic exist.
*
Before we move forward at the Federal level the target should be at the State level first. Unless we 
clean the local houses how can we TRUST what they will do in Washington DC?
*
Just an observation; I was on the rifle range the other day firing my Henry .22 with iron sighs at a 100 
yard target. 16'' square which is the most common size paper target. When I looked down the firing line
most people were firing AR-15 or a hunting rifle with a scope. Busy day at the range. I also noticed that
most targets were placed at 40 to 50 yards. Just an observation that of the 80+ shooters there that 5 hour



afternoon, I was only one of 4 firing with iron sights. End of the day when the place was packing up... 
The Range Officer mentioned that they had more 350 rifle and pistol shooters that day. Wasn't pay 
mush attention to the pistol range at the time. But I do recall seeing quite a few shooters with lasers and
scopes mounted on their weapons. Just an observation...
*
JAN 2019
A modernize verion of Thomas Paine that applies to today in America- Political reconsiliation is 
passed. The Democrats have gone to far left and continue in to socialism. An opposite of Constitutional
law now standing. The Republicans are by their own default ineffectual and weak. Having lost their 
direction along with spines. Thus creating a wide divide beyond reasonable people to reconcile. Shall 
the 70,000 sealed, once unsealed indictments prove to be false rumor or fail to correct the country's 
course. In such becoming true and the fore-mentioned being also true. It will fall on the people's 
malitia, whether they be fighting men or scalar, to set the tide right again. Disregarding the Congress in 
favor of the Constitution as set forth by the founders.
*
Believe that at your peril and the destruction of America. I also see another wrong... The Koran did not 
grant those rights by God 1400 years ago, God granted those rights when he crated mankind. I include 
the Torah and the Bible. Just because man wrote a how to book and called it the word of God once he 
became civilized, dose not mean those rights were ever superseded by a written word. We are still ruled
by the laws of the jungle, the strongest will survive. The weak will perish. And the lazy couch potato 
will have to muddle along enslaved.
*


